Need for Technological Innovation in Dietary Assessment
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In 2007, the National Institutes of Health developed the Genes, Environment and Health Initiative (GEI) (www.gei.nih.gov) to promote research to better understand the genetic and environmental contributions to health and disease. GEI funded technology-driven methodology to improve measures of diet, physical activity, chemical exposures, psychosocial measures, and biological response indicators for use in future large-scale population studies. Similarly, since 2004, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) has internally funded the development of another technology advance in dietary assessment: an automated self-administered 24-hour dietary recall (ASA). The purpose of this paper is to briefly overview issues related to the uses of technology in dietary assessment, as a backdrop for advances in the field.
DIETARY ASSESSMENT METHODS: OVERVIEW

Dietary assessment methods have been extensively described and discussed in a recent publication (1) (also available at www.riskfactor.cancer.gov). All self-report methods are challenging. People do not commonly attend to the foods they have eaten; do not remember everything; do not know the contents of the foods eaten; and cannot estimate portion sizes accurately (2). Further, factors such as gender and weight status can bias reports of diet (3–5). Three principle types of diet assessment instruments are widely used: the food frequency questionnaire (FFQ), food record (or diary) and 24 hour dietary recall (24HR). Each has strengths and weaknesses (1). Biological indicators of intake do not suffer from errors in self-reporting, but have other limitations, including that they often reflect status rather than intake, short term rather than long term intakes, are highly specific, and are generally expensive and invasive (6).

Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ)

The FFQ asks about usual intake over a long period of time, e.g. last year (1). Most currently used FFQs ask both frequency of intake and usual portion size for a list of foods (1). Because the FFQ is usually self-administered and responses are entered through optical scanning or electronically in web-based versions, it is economical for researchers and presents minimal burden to respondents. However, it relies on the ability of the respondent to form and report a generic central tendency of frequency and portion size over a long time interval, typically the past month or year. This generic memory is distinctive from episodic memory, in which a specific memory is evoked (7). Summarizing intake in this requested time frame can be problematic if diet was not stable. For example, individuals sometimes intentionally changed their diets, or are undergoing changes, due to pregnancy, illness or economic uncertainties. Foods eaten at different times throughout the year, because of availability or price, also pose problems. A common understanding of the meaning of a particular food category between the researcher and the respondents is a major requirement (8).

The FFQ employs close-ended responses on a number of foods. While the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) maintains food composition data for over 7,000 different foods (9), the FFQ is usually limited to about 100 food categories. Each food category contains similar foods, but responding to the entire food category precludes capturing the variability of intake (and nutrient composition) of the foods in the category. Since most FFQs ask about intake independent of meal occasion, details regarding which foods are consumed with each other at specific meals, time intervals between meals, and so on, are not assessed.

Food Record

The food record asks respondents to record the foods and beverages and the amounts of each consumed over one or more days. The food record can minimize error from incomplete attention and memory. If foods are also weighed, error in portion size estimation can be reduced. Incomplete knowledge of the food, especially mixtures, remains a problem. Generally, food records have relied on recording by paper and pencil, and thus have required a high level of literacy and motivation. A severe limitation of the food record is its potential for bias. The demands of frequent recording may discourage many respondents from participating and cause others to drop out. Research has shown dramatic dropouts after three consecutive days of recording (10). In addition, respondents may change their diet as a result of the recording itself, termed reactivity (11); for example, they may eat simple foods to avoid the burden of recording a complex mixture or they might eat less. Reactivity due to social desirability and other reporting biases are also problems.
24 hour Dietary Recall (24HR)

The 24HR asks respondents to remember and report all the foods and beverages consumed in the preceding 24 hours or the preceding day (1). In its purest form, a recall is administered without prior notice, thus eliminating the issue of reactivity. Interviewer administration minimizes literacy barriers. The main challenges to accuracy with the 24HR are attention and memory. Many respondents are challenged with distinguishing between what they usually eat and what they ate yesterday, opening the possibility for omissions and intrusions (foods reported, but not actually eaten) (12). Actual memory of distinct events decays with time (7, 13), which has been documented to start within an hour of the meal (14). Portion size estimation is also challenging as the amount consumed has to be both remembered and accurately estimated (1).

Both the food record and the 24HR collect detailed information about a single day. Since day-to-day variability in diet is high (15), the information from a single day cannot accurately reflect the usual diet of an individual (16). Multiple days of information are collected and statistical techniques employed to address this problem (17,18). Collecting information on non-consecutive days is preferred, since consecutive days suffer from the error in one day being correlated with the error in the next day, and thus are not independent assessments. Use of automated systems increases reliability by standardizing probes about foods consumed, but the costs are high, since software must be purchased; interviewers require extensive training; and the actual collection of the data require substantial staff time (and costs) for interviewing, coding, processing, and quality control (19). The expense of the interviewer-administered 24HR has limited its use in large scale diet studies.

Nutritional Biomarkers

Biological indicators measure status or change in biochemical processes, structures, or functions (6). Nutritional biomarkers reflect different aspects of nutritional status or intake. Some, for example, toenail selenium and tissue fatty acid composition, reflect long-term nutritional status; others, such as urinary sodium and serum folate, reflect recent consumption (20). However, there is seldom a direct relationship between intake and biomarker value. In addition, nutrient concentrations can vary by individual characteristics, both genetic and environmental, such as smoking and body weight. Some nutritional indicators are homeostatically controlled, so there is little relationship between intake and biomarker value. Given that most nutritional biomarkers require the collection of blood, urine, or other biological tissues or products, they can be burdensome and costly to collect and analyze. Finally, biomarkers are specific to particular nutrients, and thus none can reflect the multiple dimensions of dietary intake. Because of this, biomarkers are generally too expensive for too little dietary information, and are not often used as a primary measurement in dietary intake studies.

INCORPORATION OF TECHNOLOGY IN DIETARY ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Adaptations of technology have led to extensive changes in how dietary assessment is performed. The most common objective has been to reduce the costs of both the collection and processing of dietary intake information due to the amounts and complexity of data usually involved.

The early Framingham and Tecumseh community studies were the first to establish cohorts for the express purpose of examining diet and disease relationships, but their tools were interviewer administered, and the data processed manually. The advent of optical scanning (i.e. the bubble forms) led to collecting dietary information from large numbers of respondents, and
thus to huge cohort studies using scannable FFQs. This approach has been used in nearly all large cohort studies. Later technological advances allowed administering FFQs on computers (21,22), thereby reducing printing and mailing costs and enhancing completeness of responses. More recently web-based FFQs and audio questions with touch screen picture responses have been incorporated for use in low literacy groups (23), and are becoming more popular.

Technology also facilitated reporting for the food record. Instead of writing down entries, alternative approaches included audio recording reports and capturing images of foods to be eaten (24). An electronic diary (ED) used a two-level food reporting and coding system with 15 broad food categories at the first level and up to 18 sublevel specific foods for each food category (25). The Food Recording Electronic Device (FRED) replaced a paper record by linking a kitchen scale directly to a computer allowing the participant to identify the food within categories, and immediately record the weight (22). The Nutrition Evaluation Scale System (NESSy) further simplified records by combining a food bar code reader (with a bar coded food identification catalogue) with an electronic balance and a computer that had a built-in modem to transmit data by telephone (26). The “food-meter” combined a bar code reader with a booklet of bar codes representing 187 different food items, and type of meal, and amount eaten (27).

There have been major technological advances in processing dietary data. Early work compared nutrient estimates from dietary analysis software with those from manual processing, and found reasonable concordance (28). Computer processing of responses is now standard. However, the choice of the nutrient database and software requires consideration: estimates of intake can vary by the nutrient composition database that is used to process the data (29,30). The large array of nutrient databases and software described in the 2008 International Nutrient Databank Directory (31) reflects the substantial development in this area. Data analysis systems that process 24HR are available on personal digital assistants, making this technology feasible in a wide range of environments including developing countries.

Another major technological advance was software that automated the 24hr interview questions. Two widely used interviewing systems are the University of Minnesota’s Nutrition Data System for Research (NDSR) (32) and the USDA’s Automated Multi-Pass Method (AMPm) (33). These systems enhanced consistency of interviewing, since the probes which query details of foods and portions consumed are standardized. In addition, the NDSR and to some extent the AMPM systems support automated coding of the responses.

Computers have also facilitated the blending of methods. An interviewer-administered diet history combined elements of an FFQ with 24HR (34). DietAdvice was a web application that combined a multiple pass approach with FFQ and 24HR procedures by starting with meals, querying food intake within broad food categories for which further details, portion size and frequency of usual intake were assessed (21).

The first self-administered computerized 24HR quantified primarily fruit and vegetable intake among fourth grade children using artist renderings of 300 foods to prompt recall and enhance portion size estimation (35). Called the Food Intake Recording Software System (FIRSt), version 2, FIRSSt2 revealed a substantial intrusion rate, which is a common frailty in memory-based systems (7). Accuracy could be enhanced if recalls were conducted several times during the day, soon after food consumption, thereby minimizing the intrusion rate, creating a record-like approach. The internet Data Logger (iDL) did just this using a web based food record analysis system (36). Cell phones with camera capability could further reduce self report error by taking and storing food images before and after consumption in a data base which could be assessed by dietitians (37,38). Cell phones using a voice recognition system linking reported foods to a food-nutrient database enhanced ease and lowered error (39).
Thus, there has been a long history of technological innovation in the design and development of diet assessment systems. The National Cancer Institute is developing the Automated Self Administered 24 hour recall (ASA24) (40,41) which seeks to adapt USDA’s AMPM interview to an electronic self-administered format for adults. In addition, four recently funded GEI projects are advancing technology for dietary assessment. The FIRSSt (version 4) (42–46) will adapt the ASA24 for use by children. The Mobile Phone Food Record (mpFR) project (47, 48) will integrate the currently available technology in mobile phones with image processing, visualization, and a nutrient database and custom software for the purpose of allowing a participant to “record” foods eaten in real time. The Food Intake Visual and Voice Recognizer (FIVR) (49) will capture a photographic record of food intake, similar to the mpFR project, and will capture additional detailed food information using voice record and recognition data. The goal of the Wearable Device for Diet Assessment project (50) is to develop an electronic device, that can be worn unobtrusively, to record images of food intakes; these images would be processed later to extract relevant information. Successful development of these projects will further enhance the accuracy, reduce cost, and minimize respondent burden of existing diet assessment systems.

CONCLUSIONS

There has been a long history of using technology to enhance the accuracy and speed and minimize the costs and inconvenience of assessing diets. GEI is advancing these efforts by funding state of the art technology based approaches. The products of these projects will offer investigators innovative new methods to enhance dietary assessment.
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